
Single-pane visibility into CyberPosture scoring and management for 
Google Cloud Platform (GCP) services and resources through Google 
Cloud Security Command Center (Cloud SCC) integration.  

Cavirin provides CyberPosture Intelligence for the hybrid cloud, combining 
risk, security, and compliance management. It does so by automating the    
discovery, assessment, and remediation of both cloud accounts, as well as 
VM and container workloads on-premise or in the cloud.  Currently supported 
public clouds include Google, Azure, and AWS, while 27+ control frameworks 
span security (NIST, CIS, etc.) and compliance (HIPAA, PCI, GDPR, etc.) 
across Linux and Windows.  Cavirin’s agentless architecture offers continuous 
visibility, is quick to deploy, is API-driven, and scales to the largest physical 
and virtual infrastructures.

The solution offers customers single-pane visibility into CyberPosture scoring 
and management for Google Cloud Platform (GCP) services and resources 
through Google Cloud Security Command Center (Cloud SCC) integration.  
The CyberPosture score immediately alerts SecOps of top security issues 
that require attention due to the addition of new resources or configuration 
changes. A list of prioritized issues facilitates Google Functions auto-remedi-
ation to bring the score back to the organization’s ‘golden posture’.  CISOs 
can continually assess risk trends across their Goolge or hybrid infrastructure, 
while Chief Compliance or Risk Officers can ensure audit-readiness.
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Visibility, Security & Compliance Posture    
Management for Google Cloud Platform
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• Visibility into GCP services and resources including Cloud Accounts, Virtual Private 
Clouds, Subnets, GKE, Compute Engine, Cloud Storage, BigQuery, Cloud SQL 
and Cloud KMS. Additional services will follow in subsequent releases.

• View security and compliance findings in Google’s Cloud SCC dashboard

• Support for both the CIS GCP Foundation Benchmark, co-authored by Cavirin, 
as well as the Cavirin GCP Network Policy Pack that covers 522 of the most 
important TCP ports.  These are a set of best-practices to establish a security 
posture baseline.

• Discovery of and visibility into GCP workloads, both VM and container.  The 
solution assesses and then scores these against a broad set of controls,         
including the NIST CSF, CIS, SOC2, PCI, HIPAA, and GDPR.

• Integration to Google StackDriver activity logs to detect new or changed         
resources.

• Roll-back and auto-remediation via Google Functions to specific configurations.

• Simple operator workflow with powerful insights.

UNSURPASSED GCP VISIBILITY & CONTROL 
VIA CLOUD SCC

CLOUD SECURITY FAILURES THROUGH 2022 
GARTNER PREDICTS WILL BE
THE CUSTOMER’S FAULT.95+

%

https://www.cavirin.com
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/is-the-cloud-secure/
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Typical Operator Workflow

• Select cloud and host accounts via GCP integration 
wizards.

• Discover and assessment wizard for quick selec-
tion of GCP asset groups, control families to test or 
suppress, and creation of timed assessments with 
notifications.

• Create asset groups based on operator selections, 
for assessments.

• View CyberPosture score of security and compliance 
across the GCP environment, including pass/fails, 

trending, and top prioritized issues for remediation 
to a desired ‘golden posture’.

• Search within resources database for more detailed 
analysis of GCP services.

• Plan for target CyberPosture and generate guid-
ance report.

• Analyze CyberPosture via reports (xls, csv, pdf) that 
detail asset type, controls, & remediation guidance.

• Execute auto-remediation via Ansible Playbooks.

https://www.cavirin.com
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About Cavirin
Many of the most high-profile breaches from recent years have been caused by misconfigured servers 
and cloud services that left sensitive information exposed. Cavirin is focused on protecting your cloud, 
container and server resources in GCP, AWS, Azure and on-premises environments. 

As a global provider of risk, cybersecurity and compliance posture intelligence for the enterprise hybrid 
cloud--Cavirin is the only organization that delivers CyberPosture intelligence for the hybrid cloud by 
providing real-time risk & cybersecurity posture management and continuous compliance, while further 
integrating security into DevOps. 

https://www.cavirin.com
https://www.cavirin.com

